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Foreword by Jakky Bankong-Obi

FOREWORD
Dear Reader,
You hold in your hands a body of work that can only be described as a reclamation.
In a clime where rape victims are stigmatized and racism made even crueler as its victims are often accused
of overreacting, a systemic culture of silence prevails. Silence that robs the injured of power and voice but
emboldens the culprit.
And yet with no little brevity, the works in Wind & Water throw open the gates of this erstwhile shame-shrouded vista. Ranging from the personal to the universal, they scribe a stack of experiences and interrogate the
reaches of the subject matter. With a language that is as resolute as it is empathic, they compel us to bear
witness and to confront perhaps our own insensate.
Their voices, vivid and curdled by a refusal to hide, like avenging angels, occupy the pages with righteous
convictions. Demanding and rightly so, that not only should the victim be heard, but the offender taken to
account.
They ask to be seen and heard. And in reading them, we do for vestiges of their art pierce keenly to the heart
of the matter. I dare say these ones have looked into what is an implacable void and with these creations,
screamed back. Querying for a healing and for a reckoning, they avow our rights to bodily manifestations
without fear of violation.

Jakky Bankong-Obi
Abuja, Nigeria.
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Introduction by Funmilayo Obasa

INTRODUCTION
This year—amongst other things—brings forth a body of art that upholds truth, voice, and commonality.
Truth is sacrosanct. No matter how you try, you cannot disprove it. You cannot water it down with facile
remarks. Its stay is endless. Most importantly, you cannot ignore the truth; you cannot silence the voices in
which it rests within.
We all have a voice that surpasses speech and sound. The voices that form this book are no different. They
ply through every nook and cranny transforming, transmuting, educating, looking for ways to spread until
it evokes other voices into an endless loop. Until it says: “Hear me, I cannot be ignored.”
Similarly, these voices stand firm, resolutely without a flinch; they do not possess a compulsion to flatter,
they inform the reader. As Meg Rosoff invokes, “Your writing voice is the deepest possible reflection of who
you are.” It is what we are and how we see things. Lending our voices to question Rape and Racism compulsively lays in the artist’s heart.
We ask ourselves why these atrocities exist. We continuously question why the ability to justify these atrocities with private, public and even unconscious biases thrive. Last year made us realise that Nigeria suffers
from a rape pandemic and that the colour black still fights for its humanity. With this, we aim to communicate and converse. To confer to the reader the meaning of our words - that indeed these atrocities exist and
cause so much harm.
That is why this chapbook necessitates the passage of a message. And it is in language, the way we express
our thoughts, that we find these messages. Troy Onyango, Editor of Lolwe said: “When we share a language,
when we are able to find some commonality, great things happen.” For us, it revs our spirits to have artists
share common beliefs. Each submission relishes a different approach to addressing both issues; they do it not
for validation, they do it as a means of expression; the true act of social justice.
Wind & Water draws strength from its natural elements, “Wind” and “Water”. They are different yet akin to
each other. They work in synchrony. When the wind rages, the water wrests itself. When the water rages, the
wind bellows. And I see these as acts of truth-telling. So, what is truth, if there are no voices? What is truth,
if no individuals threaten to break free of the silence we find ourselves in?
Our truths, our voices, our commonalities serve as the stilts we need to elevate society.
Funmilayo Obasa
Abuja, Nigeria
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The Mathematics in my room by Grace Alioke

THE MATHEMATICS IN MY ROOM
Grace Alioke

one + one = cacophonies slinging
from mouths, movement def iling the flowers sprouting from each pore.
one + one = incense from the altar of lust // equals pinned hands and feet to the floor/
wall/bed/…
in my room, especially when each day has
sold his last breath to darkness like a trading snail, when the wind has blown mother to
work.
one + one = breath and hands and feet seeking refuge from my father’s f ists and thighs
and chest/ equals caged screams so the air wouldn’t taste the cacophonies slinging from
mouths/ equals growing and glowing grief
or what will hover over or wrap a girl rending from her father’s lust?
what will you say to a girl chewing her father’s betrayal?
what will a hut of ashes do when doctor’s report slices her dreams: “you’re two weeks
pregnant”?
#Endrape!
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Women are Fire by Roseline Mgbodichinma

WOMEN ARE FIRE
Roseline Mgbodichinma

How quickly boys become men
With desires sprouting like weeds
And biceps leading the path to manhood.
A mother is never ready to be a Gardener,
To prune seedlings of lust
From the roots of innocent attraction
Before it deepens into a raging passion
Or to teach him that women are f ire
& men without control must burn to ashes.
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Her Body Said No by Adetola Fajembola

HER BODY SAID NO
Adetola Fajembola

A body
has become a gate for life to
seep out
Its hands f isted underneath,
defying death
even in the end.
there is a halo of dust
around its head. in its
eyes is a child afraid
to go before time.
Its bosom, bare,
is full of sandcastles and
blood halls run fast into
its raided thigh. it
is a body, stark cold
not
at rest, peace. its face,
open,
full of worry
and dried spit.
This body did not want to rest.
it had life,
shining girl eyes and swaying
hips. the body was a summer
dream moving its rear
to drums and
dancing

f ire lights.
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Her Body Said No by Adetola Fajembola

the men in the narrow road
invaded.
the men looted.
the men
took no prisoners.
Let it be known:
her body said
no.
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“Your head is in constant turmoil because
of what happened. Every time you are
alone with your thoughts, the memories
hit you, like waves, each time harder than
the last. The violation. The invasion. The
humiliation. You were used, like a tool and
then discarded after. Broken and tainted.”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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Of Course, The Rapists Musn’t Be Spared by Ola. W. Halim

Of Course, Rapists Mustn’t Be Spared
Ola. W. Halim

But Society should be spared, right?
Society that teaches ABC to flex their muscles. That teaches XYZ to cower to these
muscles. That takes ABC and XYZ and assigns roles to them: ABC, you shoulder Financial
Responsibility, and XYZ, you shoulder Domestic Responsibility. ABC, you’re StrongerSex.
XYZ, you’re WeakerSex.
Society is the Street where ABC and XYZ use illicit mantras that promote, in haunting
innuendos, rape, power, money, truancy.
Society is You. ABC is watching a sex scene beside You. You’re laughing. They’re laughing
with You.
Society is Headmistress. Every Monday, She strips XYZs naked and asks ABCs to shame
Them: “Shame! Shame! Dirty pants, shame!” Of course, Headmistress is instilling
cleanliness in XYZs. They’re most prone to infections; ABCs could go on and on wearing
same undies—nothing happens.
You’ve failed to demonstrate the concept of consent to ABC and XYZ.
But, isn’t it that simple?
“Hey XYZ, you have NO RIGHT to take ABC’s toy without Their permission! So also,
You’ll be a VIOLATOR if You touch anyone without Their Consent.”
You didn’t teach ABC self-conf idence. You haven’t taught Them. They don’t revolve
around the whims of XYZ or who-else-the-fuck-ever. Self-love? Self-appreciation? Selfadmiration? Which have You taught?
None, Baby. None.
So, ABC longs to be admired, and They say yes to anyone Who says: “Hey, you’re beautiful”,
and afterwards, You go to Twitter: #AllRapistsMUSTCatchPastorSuleimansFire!!!
How many times have You made XYZ tell You about Their day? “What’s so special about
a kid’s day anyway?” Now, if You can’t map out the scope of Your stupidity, I’ll help You:
Something’s happening in XYZ’s school. They can tell nobody. They grow up bottling
feelings. Because nothing’s special about a kid’s day, ANYWAY.
Of course, You’re educating ABC and XYZ on sex:
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Of Course, The Rapists Musn’t Be Spared by Ola. W. Halim

“If Anyone touches You, You’ll:
●
●

self-fertilise and fall pregnant
squirt sperm and get someone pregnant!”

Clap for your Fucking Self, Baby!!!
Afterwards, tell Them, anyway:
“Having Sex NOW is like skipping school and becoming a Doctor. You’re inexperienced.
You’ll kill people. You don’t want to kill people, I know. Even when You grow, You can’t
have it anyhow: it’s like gallivanting the market picking whatever You f ind—You’ll waste
time and money buying stuff You don’t need!”
And Anybody can control libido. It’s like anger. If You can’t control anger, then jump into
the f ire while furious and born!
So, Who will punish Society?
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Vengance by Ola. W. Halim

VENGEANCE
Ola. W. Halim

1.
Abud retched and retched, but didn’t vomit, the f irst time Iron-Lady ripped him open.
The last time he retched like that again, he was twenty-one, mugshot in dailies across the
country, rotting in a mould-infested cell.

2.
He was ten while Iron-Lady was already headmistress. She had wrinkles. She turned out
the radio at recess, and Ebenezer Obey f illed her tiny off ice. She was dancing when Abud’s
father visited.
She had to see Abud f irst before she’d agree. And when she did, she wondered why she
hadn’t noticed him since. He had sparkling blue eyes. His hair was matty, coiled, sandcoloured. His f ingers were thin and straight. He was as quiet as the last boy from her
former school. And again, his father believed in her, believed she could make him fall in
love with schooling.
And didn’t she? Why, he started to come to her house every evening. He didn’t need anyone
to tell him. He helped her water her cordylines, her cacti, her aloe vera. He scrubbed the
spaces between the tile cubes. And afterwards, they read Sugar Girl and Chike and the
River and he started to feel dizzy. She carried him to her bedroom, latched the door, pulled
his jeans, directed his f ingers to her anus, giggled as he licked his f ingers and belched.

3.
Abud vomitted at home. His mother said he ate too much. The doctor called it nausea,
then allergies; could Mrs Ado watch what he ate, perhaps? His father laughed: did the
doctor think he spoilt children, allowing them to select food because the regulars upset
their stomachs?

4.
There was a new subject in the curriculum: Gender and Sex Education. Miss Hadiza taught
rape one afternoon. She said it concerned girls. Boys, please turn your ears. Some of you
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will turn out rapists in the future, anyway.
So, when Miss Hadiza asked, Has anyone done something to you or made you do something
to him that you don’t like?, Abud maintained a stoic stare.

5.
That was why he returned from the university, because he heard Iron-Lady had retired and
returned home. He was a man now. He’d make her lick his anus. He waited for night, and
as soon as the frogs started to grunt in the puddles, he set off.
He hadn’t f inished binding her when the door opened. Iron-Lady’s son stepped in and
called the police.
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“You lacked support for a long time
because you didn’t let anyone in. I can’t
really blame you for that. There was
nothing that they could’ve have said that
would change anything or help you heal
because it has to start with you f irst.”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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Running Is All You Do by Adepoju Isaiah Gbenga

RUNNING IS ALL TO DO
Adepoju Isaiah Gbenga

You watched him as he bled all over the sheet, didn’t you? You wouldn’t run. You just
wanted to see him rolling on the floor, in pain as you have been since twelve until you
clocked eighteen. As a kid, you wondered why your old school teachers would always deter
themselves from talking about sex and anything related to it; you wondered why they
wouldn’t. Maybe that was the reason why they couldn’t see you. Why they couldn’t see
the new scars you always got the night before? The scars when asked you always said were
from a fall, a minor home accident, or a foolish mistake with the knife. Why they couldn’t
see you broken everytime father came to pick you from school. It is always the same old
slackness - the one people called gentility but in you, you knew it burns.
He tried to force his way through again, you begged him not to but he wouldn’t listen.
He said he wanted to feel the whole of you on your eighteenth birthday; he talked about
legality to have sex, about how it existed abroad. You wondered whether it was legal there
too with a twelve-year old.
You wouldn’t let him, and until when you grabbed the flower vase and smashed it on his
head, he wouldn’t stop. He wouldn’t. He just tightened your boobs with his hands as he
crawled all over you.
Run. Run. Run. Those were the words that came to you as he stopped groaning and was
still. Blood gushing from his head. You ran far, but two days later you were caught and was
taken to a psychiatric hospital: they simply said they could not understand what you’ve
been saying. Like a severe mental illness.
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Dearth of LIving by Abdul Hadi Haleemah

DEARTH OF LIVING
Abdul Hadi Haleemah

The earth weeps with gallons of
Blood spilt here and there
Vandalising the tones of humanity’s belief.
Dread voices of stray bullets and pepper spray
Is what we nurture from these gunshot wounds.
Unleashed by f ierce nozzles
That pierce the soul’s flesh
As if it has changed its garment.
A massacre happens at night.
The soul’s happiness is now a dream
Which forever seems a milky moon.
What becomes a bird
Whose feathers are drenched
with turbulence, with turmoil?
We are at the Achilles heel
Where deaths
Wrangle with ageing souls,
& brut tongues whirr in agony.
& sight becomes the language that kills,
That verif ies suffering,
That keeps us in dearth.
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The Joy In Our Street by Mofe Philip Atie

THE JOY IN OUR STREET
Mofe Philip Atie

Grass. Blood. More blood. Tears. Pieces of cloth. All in the backyard.
Then her, right there, in the middle of it all. Battered.
Joy. The joy in our street — like she is often called — lay dim beneath the morning sun. Even the sun is
sour, the sky pale. It mourns with the joy in our street.
***
Mr Emeka doesn’t waste time to tell me some boys had been to our compound. He is the only one in.
“It’s surprising that they took nothing,” he says. He hasn’t seen his daughter, yet.
How do I tell him that what they took was more precious? How do I tell a man his daughter is gone
with the wind?
The face of the boy flashes in my head. I caught his face before the bush swallowed him, before I found
Joy, naked, in grass and blood. I had seen him in the secondary school I take lessons for WAEC. Last
week I had seen him hyping his friend to a f ight.
Now I look at Mr Emeka, oblivious of his daughter’s tragedy. I dash out of the compound. I must f ind
the boy and his gang.
***
Mama Salami points to them with her upper lip almost kissing her nose. They sit on a broken fence,
laughing wildly. Mama Salami says she’s always suspected that they were evil, she says it with that
prophetic air Nigerian women always talk in.
“Should we call police or soldier?” she asks
I don’t think of that. I only have room for one expression in my 15-year old mind. Hate.
He sees me. He cuts his eye and continues with his gang, laughing about the sweetness in teenage girls.
The hate begins to spread through me like leprosy. I let it ride me. It takes control of my hands as well.
I realize this after the big rock lands on his head. He falls. Blood spills, rapidly, from his head. Blood
for blood!
My right hand is raised high up in the air. I don’t seem to remember what happens after I call him a
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rapist. But his gang charges at me — almost as fast as the speed of my sound — even before the word
comes out. But I hear others voice around. They seem to agree with me but not early enough. I care
less when I conjure up Joy’s face. The Joy in our street — and my heart — can’t be bruised without
retaliation.
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“Did you ask for it? Did you deserve it?
Why YOU and not another person? No,
you did not deserve it. You were not asking
for it. You survived it.”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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After The Therapist Finds Me In This Poem Or Aubade To Rebirth by Ajala Adesina

AFTER THE THERAPIST FINDS ME IN THIS
POEM OR AUBADE TO REBIRTH
Ajala Adesina

I stand here at the edge of myself to draw
healing from the well of my words. This poem, sculpted
from a place dark & haunting.
I hear my screams echo in my head again—
Emergency line dials in my broken throat.
This night, my knees knuckle. Every night, my knees knuckle
to the memory of the beast who preys on this body.
Imagine his coarse palms strap a scarf over my face again.
I draw the air & cologne of gin into my nose as he peels my skirt & reels his key
into my keyhole.
A tepid fluid, thick like blood, announces his triumph.
& I cower in defeat. Even this night, I cower in defeat.
But after this night, after the therapist f inds me in this poem.
After the sun opens his eyes to tell the glory of the looming dawn,
I’d wear the mythology of the Phoenix & beat this trash off my wings.
I’d f ill myself into a new chapter. Sing a sweet tune like the nightingales.
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Caged in Foreing Colours by Sulola Imran Abiola, The Official Sulola

CAGED IN FOREIGN COLOURS
Sulola Imran Abiola, The Official Sulola
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“You tried to shower, scrub all the prints and dirt off but
you still feel them don’t you? You bit your tongue, as you
were afraid of the judgment and how friends and family
would view you. It ate you up. Your sense of worth started
to diminish because of the abuse. You constantly tried to
justify your existence. What you feel is dis-empowerment.
To cope, you start pulling away because trust is dead and
in it’s place is anxiety so crippling. But they blame you.
Not one person asked how you were. You lacked a support
system to run to”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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Like Scales of Onion Bulbs by Shehu Abubakar Niasse

LIKE SCALES OF ONION BULBS
Shehu Abubakar Niasse

man is a set of clothes worn
over each other like scales
of onion bulbs—
spirit over soul, body over spirit.
man is a lawsuit undecided,
a case adjourned
and never a brief /
case.
man is before birth as he is after death.
he can set his breath af ire
& puff grey rainclouds.
he can stiffen waters
& march across oceans of pain,
seas of griefs.
& if he desires,
he can uncoil the waves of cyclones
& make a lion smile.
man is a mystery yet demystif ied:
he is looked at but not seen;
he is seen but not looked at.
when you meet one,
know indeed there is none else to meet.
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What Colour Is God by Iliya Kambai Dennis

WHAT COLOUR IS GOD?
Iliya Kambai Dennis

my teacher says all the boys in my class look like god
but calls our skin a contradiction of god’s colour;
i read another publication that blackness is a retrospect
of slavery.
i also heard my pastor sounding like my teacher;
that we are created in god’s image,
and i’ve just asked my mother: what colour is god?
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“Consent was never given and they took
that choice away from you to suit their
carnal needs because believe me, you are
not dutifully bound to please anyone.
Whatever time you were out or what you
had on is not enough excuse for them
to do what they did. You have a right
to your body! Just as everyone else.”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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Etymology of Displacement by Oluwafisayo Akinfolami

ETYMOLOGY OF DISPLACEMENT
Oluwafisayo Akinfolami

Because this is about being swallowed
bare. flung into a dead song.
disrobed & siphoned into a crime scene.
You can eat your wound
& yet own it whole.

to empty, to be emptied;
is to be barrelled into divorced dialect,
devoured into a chronicle of displacement
You want to hold your body
as your body & own your tongue
as your own.
Because that is what it entails.
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Scars As Evidence of The War You Survived by Yusuf Olarenwaju

SCARS AS EVIDENCE OF THE WAR YOU
SURVIVED
Yusuf Olarenwaju

I lay myself in the dark with my body wrapped
by hurting memories.
I stretch my hands and f ind no hope to call upon,
beneath this silent cry are bleeding scars.
Have you ever been devoured by grief?
I wish i could take your sleep for a night
or even a few days and you, take my insomnia.
Let me show you what it’s like
to be up at midnight.
My insomnia is a labyrinth of grief a place not meant for making sweetened memories.
Imagine wanting to go into the home in your body in your scars where you can safely breathe
but the tremor in your blood multiplies,
and your stomach f ills with heavy threnody
a dream dissolving into burning tears.
Imagine laying bare assed trying to stop the grief playing
In your body like a song you do not like listening to.
Imagine thinking: if living is a factor of
bruises you’ve survived or why you should even carry scars.
my tears are poems drifting into solitude - a sorrow that won’t ping back,
I can’t remember when last they fell from their clips
since my last time in the kitchen peeling onions.
Some memories are onions you peel crying.
My mother would always say: those who peel
the wound of a mental injury sleep with pale eyes.
I cannot tell anymore how often
I talk back to distorted thoughts- to sadness.
how often I dream of my scars as schizophrenia
and how the smell of the blood from fresh grief
seeps through the pores on my body
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stretching the night’s limb into eternity.
and I wonder if carrying too many scars
justif ies suicide or approves the hope that we dare to live.
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“It’s okay to have this conversation freely
and not stigmatize it because it’s becoming
so prevalent. Why do they (assaulters) want
to cause others pain. They have no right to
hurt people, no one does! Everyone has a
right to feel safe and in no other universe
is that fact debatable.”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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The Ten Commandments For Men by Akinwale Peace Akindayo (Philip Peace)

The Ten Commandment for Men
Akinwale Peace Akindayo (Philip Peace)

1. Know that you’re different from the sex with swellings in their chests and disrespect
worn in their sharp eyes. You must instil this disparity in your sons and sons’ sons.
After all, they’re created in the image of God. In His image He created them.
2. Subject the woman: Since Adam, she wasn’t your equal. She was not to have any
form of liberty or identity. She is not to have any form of liberty or identity. God
gave you authority over everything, even the woman should kneel at your feet and
worship you.
3. Every woman must respect you because you’re a man. On earth, you don’t need to
earn their respect.
4. Don’t say thank you or please when you make requests. Why would you bring yourself
in subject to a woman who isn’t your equal? She is neither human, an individual,
or a fellow with blood in her veins. If she recognizes with anything human, it’s the
luxury you’ve afforded her.
5. Don’t ever make the mistake of loving a woman. Only a woman loves a man. Every
man must have a hard, hard heart like his penis; especially when he sees a girl, lady
or woman anywhere.
6. When you approach her and she says NO. Pull her hair to your breast and ask if she
knows who you are. By this, you’re showing her that only you have human rights.
7. When she truly says she loves you, know that she just gave you a clean slate to have
other lovers. Don’t evaluate her tears when you hurt her. It’s one of the norms of
loving a woman.
8. Tell everyone you’ve laid with a woman. Snap an after-sex picture, archive it. There is
nothing savage, preposterous, or awful in that: flaunt your souvenirs of achievement
because you’ll need it so much in your miserable life.
9. Eventually, a lady is lucky to marry you. You want to make love but she’s sore. You
pin her neck while making love anyways. You pin her neck to your pillow and fuck
her. She says she can’t breathe but you’re about to climax. It’s irresponsible of you
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to stop.
10. Again & again, rape is not a crime. You will be seen and left to live in peace in a
furnished rotten hole.
EndNote: Do these & we’ll f ind you & kill you, swine.
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Celebrating Sadness by Azeezah Olatunde (Pentalks)

CELEBRATING SADNESS
Azeezah Olatunde (Pentalks)

We celebrate you in holy wine
spilled when hymen is broken.
in the sweat of resilient struggles.
in the evils that
choke the fragrance of budding flowers,
Sweeping heaps of trauma to her head.
We celebrate you in the black robe that planted every victim.
We celebrate you in the heavy bags of
sorrow a mother carries
With pain chiselled in her voice as
She screams for her daughter who died many
times before her death.
We celebrate you in the
Innocent six-year-old girl
Whose tiny pants was stripped off
by wrinkled f ingers;
She now has stretch marks of grief spelt
in the thighs she flaunts for more customers.
We celebrate you in the little boys taught
Orgasm before their
Lips pronounced the word.
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We celebrate you o beautiful sadness.
In the sorrows of the people
Whose tears will never visit the desert
caused by the people
Whose humanity weeded in them beastly deeds
& for the people
Who cleanse the world
Spraying musk of words
To battle it evils.
We celebrate you o dear sadness
in the grief you cause us.
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Dear (Victim) Survivor by Zamzam Mohamed [Excerpt]

“I understand your silence after all these
years. How? Because it all comes down to
SEX, which is a ‘taboo’ in our community.
This gives people the wrong idea. All they
focus on is teaching ABSTINENCE and
not the other side. Like, how to get yourself
out of that uncomfortable situation and
that’s how it all starts. Rape Culture, I
mean.”
— Zamzam Mohamed
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Beauty by Princess Ifeoma Ezeji

BEAUTY
Princess Ifeoma Ezeji

You can’t f ind the sweet jumpiness you felt in your stomach when you entered Owerri Bus.
You don’t remember when it started to disappear but as you stand at St. Paul’s junction, you
are just tired. The speakers blaring of This and That Herbal Mixture for funny movements
in the body and This and This Action Bitters for aphrodisiac powers are just too much. They
were one of the things you liked to remember when you sat in Aunty Kaima’s provision
store in Enugu, thinking of home. Now, you wish they would just shut up.
You start your struggle when you get into the market. The noise. The wheelbarrow
boys screaming uzo uzo and threatening to jam everybody. The man behind that keeps
commanding you to go faster and the woman in front who would not walk fast. The weird
smell of rotting tomatoes and peppers. Hands snatching you from all directions: ‘Fine
girl, come and buy your sweet oroma . Mummy come and buy okro , very fresh.’ You even
1

2

3

see Chinelo. She’s still hawks moi moi for her mother. You shake your head. She said she
was going to midwife school. You see Mama Ikenna− your neighbour. You greet her and she
wrinkles her nose. As usual. You’ve told your mummy about how she murmurs ndi osu and
wrinkles her nose instead of answering.
4

5

‘Just continue greeting her,’ was all your mummy said.
‘Mummy good evening.’ Your smile is wide when you get to your mummy’s meat table.
Your mummy looks up. She cracks a little smile− the smile that doesn’t reach her eyes. The
same weak smile she gave you when you showed her your WAEC results. The weak smile
that preceded: ‘You no go take JAMB . No money. Next year.’
6

She only says, ‘Nnor’ and turns back to her meat slicing. She doesn’t see your hair− the
long painful braids that you f inished very late yesterday. She doesn’t see your new shirt,
your pink sandals, your new bag and that you’re wearing your f irst jean trousers. She
doesn’t even notice the Coke in your hand− the one you’re holding in your hand because
you want her to see. You want her to say Aunty Kaima is trying. Then you would tell her
Aunty Kaima bought you plenty new things because you were returning home. But your
mummy forgets you. The next time she looks at you is when she says she’s going home to
cook for your daddy.
7

Then you see Beauty. You see her f irst but you don’t notice anything. You just notice the
chicken leg she’s clutching. Then you see her see you, then her efforts to come to you faster.
She’s limping. ‘Sister, uncle give me fowl .’ You don’t know the uncle. You smile at her
welcome line. When you lift her up, you see her fresh and dry tears and the mucus running
8
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from her nose into her mouth.
‘Who beat you?’ You ask as you clean up her nose with your hand.
‘Uncle give me fowl.’ She lifts up her trophy for you to see.
You nod. ‘Hope you tell am thank you? ’ She nods f irst then shakes her head. You ask her
why.
9

‘My bom-bom’ She murmurs.
‘Wetin do your bom-bom? ’
10

‘Uncle.’
‘Wait make I see am. ’
11

Next you are grabbing Beauty and your bag, abandoning your mummy’s meat and heading
home. Then you’re whispering it to your mummy and she’s checking it herself.
What sort of uncle would want a girl that was barely two, a girl whose pants oozed of urine
and sometimes faeces? You ask Beauty who the uncle is. She just says uncle and points
nowhere. Your mummy doesn’t ask. She just asks you to bring your Coke and Beauty. You
go to the backyard.
You hold Beauty’s legs apart. Your mummy squats between and washes her with your
Coke− your big girl Coke. Beauty screeches and writhes. You whisper your sorrys. Your
mummy says nothing. You are a bit angry at how she can be so expressionless. Like Beauty
is the forty-f ifth def iled girl she’s attending to in her vagina-washing enterprise.
She’s done. She signals you to leave Beauty’s legs. Beauty stands with her legs still apart.
She’s still crying.
Your mother stands. ‘Eat your chicken.’ She tells Beauty. Your heart sinks. Your mummy
would not ask her daughter who touched her. She wouldn’t because she wouldn’t do
anything even if she knew the uncle. But she would tell her daughter to eat the spiced leg
of a probably sick chicken the uncle bought her. As payment.
Beauty begins to gnaw on her chicken. Her tears suspended; she limps into the house.
Your mummy squeezes a twenty naira note into your hand. ‘Buy paracetamol. The red
one.’
You turn to go.
‘Nwa m, bia. ’ She touches your shoulders lightly. ‘Don’t tell your father.’ Her quivering
lips say the unsaid ‘biko’ .
12

13

You do not say what is uncoiling at the depths of your stomach. You nod.
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Glossary
Uzo uzo : Give way.
Oroma: Oranges
Okro: Okra
Moi moi: Bean cake
Ndi Osu: Outcasts.an ancient practice in Igboland that discourages social interaction
and marriage with a group of people, referred to as Osu.
6. You no go take JAMB: You will not write JAMB.
7. Nnor : Welcome
8. Uncle give me fowl: Uncle gave me chicken.
9. Hope you tell am thank you? : Hope you said thank you?
10. Wetin do your bom bom? : What is wrong with your bom bom?
11. Wait make I see am: Wait, let me see it.
12. Nwa m bia: My child come.
13. Biko: Please.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Candles, truant.
Tuck into dawn…
What more sketches
Than these ones on the night:
How the shimmering light of cars
Shines as if wet
On the flowers,
Birds around galaxies and the moon,
Fine songs made by the birds,
The calm lamp of f ireflies
The roses, turning into trees
And the dreams on sea
To nights with the sun
On God I swear
We are nights in heaven
We are that, that breaks the day
We are that, that sets the sun
We are all.
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